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INTRODUCTION

Treats, Not Tricks
The customer journey can be a frightful one, filled with a gauntlet of
ghastly experiences.
Neverending wait times.
Phone tree trapdoors.
Dead-eyed agents repeating the same questions.
Oh, my!
It’s downright chilling. If you don’t want to be the industry boogieman,
you need a customer experience that’s less hair-raising and more
pleasant. The goal is to be terrifyingly good, not dreadfully daunting.

But sometimes that’s a razor’s thin edge to
balance on in the contact center.
What does that balance look like in practice? In the ideal customer journey, it’s
treats, not tricks, that lurk around every corner:
A tailored, unified desktop empowers contact center agents to do their jobs to the
best of their ability without getting tangled in technology cobwebs.
Data flows freely between disparate applications so nothing is lost in translation,
and all communications platforms lead to a single, omnichannel inbox rather than
a bottomless pit of despair.
Automation capabilities accelerate interactions and enable convenient self-service,
leaving customers happier than slasher-movie heroines that make it out alive.
Spooky puns aside, the strongest case for a purpose-built and unified contact center
platform comes down to the numbers: improved KPIs like faster call resolution,
better deflection rates, increased penetration for outbound calls, more customers
self-servicing, and greater efficiencies for both agents and administrative staff.
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A Forrester Total Economic Impact™* study analyzed organizations that switched
to a blended omnichannel contact center platform with an AI-powered CRM, and
the results were enough to give you goosebumps:
• Costs related to outdated technology dropped by an average of $1.5M
• Inbound contact savings from deflection and reduced average handle time
totaled $3.8M
• Operating income increased by $1.3M
• Three-year ROI amounted to a jaw-dropping 229%
While this is the kind of fairytale ending every organization hopes for, on the
other side of the swamp are the horror stories—cautionary tales from the contact
center crypt that serve as case studies for what not to do.
So join us, dear reader, if you dare, as we recount three spine-chilling stories of
contact center chaos that could put your organization’s reputation six feet under
and curse your business for years to come.

Hang onto your hats, what follows is a real shocker….

* The Total Economic Impact™ Of LiveVox’s Contact Center Platform Powered By A Purpose-Built CRM, a commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting, July 2021
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The AX(e) Nightmare
Our first horror story began with noble ambitions, much like Dr. Frankenstein’s.
Our subject is an online and storefront consumer lender that makes credit
accessible to people who are typically excluded from mainstream financial
channels. As a tech-driven organization in the banking industry, the company
prides itself on delivering innovative solutions to its customers. Yet the systems
used to power its own operations looked like something you’d find in a mad
scientists lab.
Most customers these days rely on a smartphone as their primary means of
voice communication, but the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) makes
staying compliant while calling customers on mobile devices a nightmarish
endeavor. This company’s service agents were “Frankensteining” consent
capture by manually managing it across channels, oftentimes in different systems
- all while trying to keep the records consistent between the multiple applications
they regularly used! It was neither practical nor sustainable at scale. The potential
for crippling fines and loss of reputation was scary, I know. The reality was even
much more macabre.
The company didn’t need a fortune teller to know that its customers wanted more
digital support channels, as most consumers do (83% say they want to be able
to move from one platform to another when communicating with a brand).
However, its existing options for getting in touch were like a dark and winding
road leading deep into the forest—cue the lonely werewolf’s howl.
The most frightening aspect of it all was their agent experience, which was a sticky
spider web of complex workflows. To get their jobs done, each agent had resorted
to cobbling together their own personal monster of different applications, then
toggling between them in various windows and tabs. They had to manually dial
each of the 10-digits of the desired customer phone number, which was pulled
from—brace yourself—an Excel spreadsheet.

Tap...tap...tap…tap...tap…tap...tap…tap...tap…tap...The horror! The horror!
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...as it may be, this story has a happy ending. By switching to an all-in-one contact
center platform, the organization was able to slay their agent experience as
effectively as an axe murderer on Friday the 13th, with far less mess, of course.
By shifting from manual dialing to a TCPA-focused dialing system, they cut down
on wasted agent time while mitigating risk. Now, a simple multichannel consent
management moduleautomatically tracks and maintains each customer’s consent
status in real time while empowering agents to meet those pesky state-by-state
telemarketing requirements.
One of the company’s biggest challenges was having minimal resources available
for technology adoption. An out-of-the-box contact center portal with a dedicated
implementation team facilitated immediate use, while the ability to quickly “turn on”
additional channels without extensive integrations made it easy to phase in the new
support channels the customer base desired over time.
Finally, a single, native dashboard replaced the clunky tab-and-toggle process
agents were relying on, dramatically reducing complexity. Now, call lists automatically
populate on agent screens and can be updated in real time, enabling more efficient
resolutions. Unified customer records and interaction history ensure there are no
more data skeletons lurking in the proverbial closet. All of this amounts to happier,
less-stressed agents who ultimately deliver a better customer experience. No one
wants to engage with or be a maniac.
In all, the organization was able to increase agent productivity by an estimated
800%, cut call volumes in half, and decrease staffing expenses by 20%, amounting
to an annual savings of nearly $7 million in staffing costs.
Removing the fright factor from the agent experience is one way to improve
performance. In our second horror story—if you can stomach it—we’ll explore
another aspect that heavily impacts outcomes: the customer-facing experience.
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The CX House of Horrors
Imagine ordering your Halloween costume just in time for the party, only to find it
doesn’t fit. You pick up the phone to dial customer service for a return and you’re
met with a decrepit and scary IVR menu.
• You press 1 for service so slow it makes your eyes bleed.
• You press 2 and hear a taunting cackle that makes you question your sanity.
• You repeat yourself over and over again.
• You are losing your mind.
It may seem a harrowing tale, but service scenarios like this haunt the halls of
modern contact centers like a Victorian ghost with unfinished business.
Today’s consumers are more demanding than ever when it comes to customer
service. Speed and efficiency are paramount, with more than half of consumers
citing resolution time as a critical factor in determining the quality of a customer
service experience.
For many customers, especially those within younger demographics, CX is the
differentiating factor when making a purchasing decision. For customer service
agents in the busier-than-ever retail sector, dealing with frustrated customers
without the proper means to solve their problems is a surefire path to lobotomy and
moving on to the hereafter, another job.
And yet, many retail brands still have a customer experience that more closely
resembles a house of horrors, filled with trick mirrors that convolute the conversation
and ghoulish sales goblins who deliver upsell pitches so imprecisely they might as
well be poisonous.
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Here’s an example of how a routine
call into a retail brand’s support
line quickly turns into a customer’s
own personal torture chamber
It began innocently enough when a customer placed a call to the company’s 800 number
to initiate a return and swap a product for a different size. The customer worked their
way through a windy IVR menu fit for a Stephen King novel, entering some information
about their order—tedious, but nothing out of the ordinary. That’s when things started
to get hairy.
Like a broken record scratching in place on a dusty Victrola, the telltale hold music
began to play, interrupted only by a hollow voice that interjected periodically.
”Your call is important to us, please remain on the line.”
When an agent finally answered, their voice echoed from a far-away place, only to
advise that the customer had reached the wrong department (despite their earlier
inputs) and must be redirected. Somewhere, a creaky door slammed.
The only way forward was back.
Here comes the hold music again— is it getting louder?—and another seemingly
endless wait. Just when the customer was certain they’d entered some sort of time
warp, they finally get through to the right agent. The customer was quickly sent reeling
after being asked to repeat the order number and issue over and over again, while the
agent panicked and tried to assure the customer, “It’s just a jump to the left. And then
a click to the right. Without access to data dips, I can’t bring your information up right.”
That’s when it happened: the final straw, the one that could fling even the most placid
customer into a murderous rage. They were unceremoniously disconnected from the
call.
Without digital channels or AI-enabled self-service, they were left with only a dial tone,
crushed dreams, and no other option but to re-enter the twisted 800-number funhouse.
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Some haunted houses can be fun.
This isn’t one of them.
This kind of contact center nightmare doesn’t just send customers running for the
hills; it results in lost revenue, decreased customer lifetime value, and diminished
brand reputation, as dissatisfied customers are all too happy to tell their friends
about a poor experience.
Instead of handing your customers a one-way ticket to FrightTown, enable a painless
experience with a retail contact center platform that takes them from point A to
point B seamlessly with a single pane of glass.
A single pane of glass approach brings together data from several different sources,
like your website, CRM, 3rd-party applications, and digital support channels,
and presents it to agents in a consolidated view. The data is standardized so all
applications are speaking the same language, with none of the funhouse-mirror
distortion we touched on earlier. Customers don’t have to repeat their order number
or tell agents which products they’re calling about multiple times and agents aren’t
forced to go on a never-ending quest searching for the details they need.
A single pane of glass allows agents to do their jobs quickly and effectively,
ensuring a customer experience that’s infinitely smoother without all the monsters
that go bump in the night. Plus, it facilitates automation, which cuts down on
interaction times and removes that panic-inducing hold music from the equation.
With convenient self-service options, many customers never even need to go past
the initial phone tree—which, since we’re in the business of customer satisfaction,
would be replaced with smart AI Virtual Agents.
Now that we know what it takes to deliver a simple, intuitive agent experience and
a hassle-free customer-facing experience, we’ve almost made it across the burning
coals of customer service calamity unscathed. Almost. Stick around, because
there’s one more tale from the contact center crypt yet to tell.
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The technology Graveyard
What makes scary things scary? Well, dear reader, the
greatest fear factor is uncertainty.
Think about your favorite horror movie (or least favorite, if you’re more of the romcom type). The film isn’t scary because there’s a tangible threat to you or your
family—your logical mind knows you’re watching actors on a screen from the safety
of your comfy couch.
Instead, what makes your heart race and the hairs on the back of your neck stand
up is the suspense that lies in the unknown. Where is the killer hiding? When will
they strike again? And what’s behind that shower curtain?!
Don’t go into the dark shed!
The same holds true in real life when it comes to the unknown, whether it’s the
fearsome yet ambiguous bogeyman lurking under the bed or an ominous email
from your boss on a Saturday afternoon saying ‘see me first thing Monday.’ For the
human brain, uncertainty is unpleasant.
We see fear of the unknown play out in the business world all the time. One such
example is seen with the adoption of new technology. It’s a heavy investment in
terms of both time and money, not to mention the herculean task of getting an
entire department or organization on board with the change. It’s enough to spook
even the most steadfast CTO.
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Yet if you fall victim to the grip
of this fear, the alternative
is even scarier: a clunky,
technology-poor graveyard
where good customer accounts
go to die. This is the crux of our
third and final contact center
horror story...
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When it comes to mummified
outdated tech, we’ve seen it all...
Nonexistent digital channel offerings, systems that crash multiple times per shift
(or customer call), hold times stretching on for hours, customer escalations
communicated via a series of Post-it notes (God forbid a strong breeze, summoned
by a witch, blow through the office).
At one teleservices company, leaders struggled to understand where their lead
generation efforts were falling short. It seemed like they were taking all the right
steps: creating useful onsite content, posting to LinkedIn, running ads to targeted
user groups, and so on but they always seemed to end up in the same place, exactly
where they started. The company’s lackluster conversion numbers made it clear
something was off.
That something was digital automation—or in this horror story, the lack thereof.
When a prospect failed to complete an onsite form, bye bye! Instead of automatically
receiving a follow-up email, they disappeared into the ether as if sent there by a
witch’s curse. After clicking on an ad for one of the company’s telecom service
packages, customers were left to fend for themselves on the product page instead
of receiving a personal call from a sales rep encouraging form completion.
Identifying and remedying this automation gap resulted in significant gains to
conversion rates for both inbound and outbound marketing efforts.
But lead generation horror stories are quite common….
Let’s look at another example of tech deficiency, this one involving an accounts
recovery firm. On the whole, the industry averages a collections success rate of
about 20%, yet this firm was struggling to even crack the double-digits.
They were relying primarily on snail mail to remind customers of missed payments,
which is not only outdated, but costly. Making a payment over the phone required
customers to navigate a scary maze of recorded messages and phone trees not
unlike the one we touched on in Chapter 2. It was no wonder they struggled to
collect—they were essentially torturing their customers, making it as difficult as
possible for customers to pay.
Implementing a modern-day communications platform turned things around. Now,
convenient SMS reminders nudge customers to pay via a medium that’s not only
easy, but non-invasive. One-touch payment options via voice and mobile device
allow customers to settle their account in under a minute. The result? More
successful collections and a meaningful uptick in revenue. Their balance sheet is
no longer a place delinquent accounts go to die.
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How to Survive the CX
Zombie Apocalypse
Rotten, ready to attack, and ravenous for your CSAT scores, CX zombies can rise
from their graves and throw your whole customer service operation into a frenzy.
But fear not, dear reader, your defenses need not be overthrown. As these frightful
tales have illustrated, it is possible to survive a CX zombie apocalypse.
No matter the industry, inadequate resources don’t just make it hard for agents to
do their jobs; they leave customers so angry they’re seemingly possessed by the
devil, which only adds to agent exasperation and sadness. A unified cloud approach
takes the uneasiness out of adopting a new platform, alleviating the scary up-front
infrastructure investment and wowing agents and customers alike with its usefulness.
Novel automation capabilities bring obsolete workflows back from the grave.
Channels of choice turn customer dismay into delight. When you throw back the
curtain on the technology bogeyman, you’ll be pleasantly surprised to find it’s no
more than a lamp shade casting a funny shadow in the moonlight.
A scary contact center interaction, like any dangerous encounter, can go one of
two ways: it can turn agents and customers into the most gruesome versions of
themselves, frustrated, stressed out and filled with dread; or, it can be a transformative
experience that leaves all parties feeling satisfied and accomplished.
The choice, though a decidedly spooky one, is in your hands.
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About LiveVox
LiveVox (Nasdaq: LVOX) is a next-generation contact center platform that powers more than 14 billion interactions a year. By
seamlessly integrating omnichannel communications, CRM, AI, and WFO capabilities, the Company’s technology delivers
an exceptional agent and customer experience while reducing compliance risk. With 20 years of cloud experience and
expertise, LiveVox’s CCaaS 2.0 platform is at the forefront of cloud contact center innovation. The Company has more than
500 global employees and is headquartered in San Francisco, with offices in Atlanta; Columbus; Denver; New York City; St.
Louis; Medellin, Colombia; and Bangalore, India. To stay up to date with everything LiveVox, follow us at @LiveVox or visit
livevox.com.
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